Agenda

1. Welcome and Introductions

2. Purpose and Conference Agenda
   a. Today, we are meeting to…

   b. I will talk about…

3. Portfolio Piece #1 (Spring Expedition)
   For this portfolio piece, talk about:
   a. What was the task? (Climate Change Interrupter Profiles, Expedition Problem, Steps)
   b. What are the characteristics of a strong profile?
   c. What revisions did you make and why?
   d. How is your interrupter solving Climate Change?
   e. Scholarly Habit Reflection: What am I proud of? What do I still need to work on?
   f. I proud that I was able to use the scholarly habit of…
      For example I…
      I know I still need to work on…
      For example I…
      I will continue to work on this next year.
4. **Portfolio Piece #2 (Math)**

For this portfolio piece, talk about:

a. *The task was to...*

b. *The skills I used in this task were...*

c. *In my first draft, I was strong in... But I needed to improve at...*

d. *I got feedback that told me to...*

e. *In my final draft, I changed... This strengthened my work because...*

f. *I proud that I was able to use the scholarly habit of... For example I... I know I still need to work on... For example I... I will continue to work on this next year.*

5. **Portfolio Piece #3 (your choice)**

For this portfolio piece, talk about:

a. *The task was to...*

b. *The skills I used in this task were...*

c. *In my first draft, I was strong in... But I needed to improve at...*

d. *I got feedback that told me to...*

e. *In my final draft, I changed... This strengthened my work because...*
h. I am proud that I was able to use the scholarly habit of…
   For example I…
   I know I still need to work on…
   For example I…
   I will continue to work on this next year.

6. My Data
   a. I will now share with you my MAP data. MAP is a test we take at the beginning and end of each school year to measure our progress in reading and math.
   b. As you can see, in math…
   c. As you can see, in ELA…
   d. Looking at my MAP data, I know I need to…
      I have set the goal to…
      This means I will need to…
      You can help me reach my goal by…

7. Questions and Feedback

8. Share Report Card